
MARTIN DOWN - PENTRIDGE - BLAGDON HILL

5.5 m. Park at Martin Down CP off the A354 Blandford Rd at SU 037 202.

Walk SSE through bushes to the major path at SU 0380 1975. Then walk generally SE parallel to the 
Ditch to the former rifle range earth bank at SU 044 190. Turn right to ascend the bank and down the 
other side. (One can go round!) Turn left and continue alongside the ditch to SU 043 193. Climb the bank 
on a steep path and cross a stile into the field at SU 0402 193. Continue through the field (W) to the field 
edge at SU 039 192 where turn left on a broad field edge track to a gate at SU 039 189. Turn right into a 
narrow path SSW then walk SW along Bowling Green Lane to the road at Peaked Post at SU 031 183. 
Turn left on road to SU 0330 1815 where take the path right to the church and the road beyond at SU 034 
178. 

Turn right for a few metres to a stile alongside a drive on the left at SU 0340 1774. Cross and climb 
steeply to another stile at SU 0343 1767. Continue SE and at SU 041 172 reach Penbury Knoll. Turn left 
to walk NE and stop at SU 041 171 to take coffee.

Then continue NE going through a gate right at SU 0466 1770. Keep to the field edge right for a short 
distance and then cross the field just E of north to a T-junction at SU 0473 1795. Turn right to walk ENE 
and at SU 0530 1806 turn right (SE) at first then left (N) and cross Bokerley Ditch to reach SU 0535 
1820. Turn left to walk parallel to the Dyke NE then NNE then NE for 1.3 m then at SU 0387 1970 turn 
right WNW to reach the cars.
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